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We’re Bringing Sexy Back


As the world reopens post COVID19, the party life does too, and who better to dress yourself in 
than rising star, David Koma.


We can all openly admit we have been cooped up too long, and most of us are already 
planning our next night out on the town, or weekend soiree as the world begins to drop it’s 
restrictions. We have been playing dress up in our homes for months, basically only to get a 
single photo presentable for Instagram, #dressedupwithnowheretogo. But the party is just 
getting started. And David Koma has every woman’s wardrobe desires ready for that much 
needed night out.


If you have ever spent your time trolling Instagram feeds and Pinterest for the hottest party 
dresses, the brand than keeps bringing the heat is none other than London based designer, 
David Koma. Known for his body contour and some-what provocative designs, Koma has been 
the go- to pick for any event you are looking to slay with your wardrobe. Born in Tbilisi, 
Georgia, he designed his first collection by age 13. (Impressive. We aren’t sure if we could even 
draw well by that age). His love for femininity and the anatomy of a woman sparked great

interest and is the driving factor for his inspiration.


Now that in-person events are first on the agenda, it’s time to spice up your wardrobe with a 
garment that is sure to impress. And with David Koma, and in the words of Justin Timberlake, 
“We’re bringing sexy back!” David’s latest collection for Pre-Summer ‘21 screams sensual, 
confident, bold, and feminine. 


Koma’s collection is never complete without the most eye catching embellishments, seductive 
sheers, and vibrant pops of color which is sure to turn heads at your next outing. Straight from 
the runway in London, we eyed a tiny LBD that would be flattering on everyone. The strapless 
bustier mini, with a sheer mesh to line the cleavage, contours the body down into a mid thigh 
length dress with a right side cutout encrusted with crystals and gems that sparkle across the 
room. If that doesn’t boast “sexy”, then we don’t know what will.


As we dive into summer, the trending colors of the season bring us a cool kiwi green and a pop 
of bubble gum pink. Excuse us while we book our next trip to Miami with this palette. Again, 
with the sensual cut outs in all the right places, a kiwi long sleeve mini dress with two half 
moon-like-cut outs that diagonally sit just above and below the bust line giving us those 
oceanside party vibes. Should we go on?


It’s no wonder that David Koma has captivated the following of celebrities such as Beyonce, 
Lady Gaga, Jenna Dewan Tatum, and Ciara to name a few. His designs are sophisticated, yet 
give every woman that feeling of confidence with a boost of sexy. You heard it from us, the 
party dress of the year is coming from a Koma collection. Now grab your crew and plan that 
night out you have been waiting for. There is nothing more alluring than wearing David Koma.


(* Additional David Koma Pre-Summer ’21 Collection is available at FWRD.com,

ModaOperandi.com, mythereasa.com, farfetch.com, and matchesfashion.com)
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